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A trip-wire is a concealed trigger that when crossed sets in motion some disaster. Linda
Tripp was indicted on Maryland state charges of wire-tapping. Here is the cast of
characters:

LINDA TRIPP, former covert operator for super-secret Delta Forces, one of the few
women in such a group. She had been a secretary in the Clinton White House in or near
the office of deputy counsel Vincent W. Foster, Jr., one of the last persons [other than
the assassins] to see him alive. She knows plenty. Later, she was assigned to the
Pentagon and was with Monica Lewinsky assigned to the Pentagon spokesman,
Kenneth Bacon. Linda wire-tapped Monica both to protect herself and upon further
orders of so-called Independent Counsel Kenneth W. Starr.Linda supplied information to
intelligence agency assets within the monopoly press, such as reportedly Michael Isikoff
of Newsweek Magazine.

MONICA LEWINSKY, reportedly an espionage double-agent. Acting for the apparent
deputy station chief for North America, of Israeli intelligence, the Mossad, RAHM
EMANUEL. She at the same time was assigned later by Clinton to a key position in the
Pentagon, to the staff of the Pentagon spokesman Kenneth Bacon. Her job: to find out
by performing sexual numbers on Pentagon officials, who among the top U.S. Military
were vowing to arrest Commander-in-Chief Clinton on charges, under the Military Code,
of treason. Her parents reportedly had been "sleeper agents" planted by the Mossad.
Clinton gave Monica topmost security clearance at the Pentagon without requiring her to
go through the usual screening process. She traveled with William Cohen, Secretary of
Defense, and took notes of his meetings although not fully competent as a secretary.

RAHM EMANUEL, top reputed black-mailer,extortionist, and arm-twister for the Clinton
White House. About 1991 moved from the Chicago-area, his residence to Arkansas to
help conduct Clinton's presidential campaign. Raised funds reportedly by knowing secret
workings of major covert operations of the American CIA. Such as, HOUSEHOLD
INTERNATIONAL and HOUSEHOLD BANK, headquartered in Chicago, successor to
CIA's proprietary dope and assassination funding operation, NUGAN HAND BANK.
General counsel of Nugan Hand as well as Household was former Director of Central
Intelligence William Colby[murdered because he knew too much about Rahm Emanuel,
the Mossad, and Clinton]. Rahm Emanuel latched onto a 50 million dollar portion of
federal funds parked with Household to cover the pending claims of Chicago-area
caulking contractor, Joseph Andreuccetti, who claimed various Chicago-area banks
were implicated, with top corrupt IRS officials, in stealing millions of dollars of properties
and monies belonging to Andreuccetti. Rahm Emanuel grabbed a portion of the parked
funds to jump-start Clinton's 1992 campaign. Other portions of the funds were secretly
transferred from Chicago to Little Rock to try to cover up an embezzlement of Madison
Guaranty S & L for which Bill and Hillary Clinton were subject to being prosecuted on
federal bank misappropriation criminal charges. Emanuel is reportedly a double-dealer,



purporting to act for the Mossad at the same time acting against. He is reportedly chief
arranger of Red Chinese and other illicit funds massively flowing through the Chicago
markets, disguised as soybean trading, foreign currency dealings, and such, on the
Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago Mercentile Exchange, and the Chicago Board
Options Exchange. Currently Rahm plays a key role with Wasserstein & Perella, New
York-based alleged investment firm apparently fronting for various Red Chinese
interests in U.S.

VINCENT W. FOSTER, Jr.,prior to his short term in the Clinton White House, was long-
time covert fund handler for Systematics, Arkansas-based reputed CIA/NSA proprietary
in the bank computer software services field. Foster was expert on money laundering for
espionage agencies as well as their dirty tricks. Foster was the unnamed middle man in
the Jonathan Pollard spy case of 1986. Vice President Bush and Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger secretly worked deal with Israel, using Foster, to steal a room full of
records on nuclear missile tracking. This was pay-off for Israel staying mum on their
knowledge of Bush's treason in 1980, in arranging to delay the release of 52 U.S.
hostages held by Iran, to aid the Reagan/Bush ticket win over Jimmy Carter's bid for re-
election as President. The delay caused Carter to seem to be a wimp. Hostage release
was done at the moment in January, 1981, when Reagan and Bush were inaugurated.
Pollard was the lower level naval intelligence analyst, who removed the records, upon
secret orders through Foster, and Pollard became the "patsy" sentenced to life in prison,
served in the basement of a maximimum security jail, in the dark 23 hours of the day.
Foster's testimony could have sent George Herbert Walker Bush and Weinberger, later
chairman emeritus of Forbes Magazine, to prison for treason.
Foster was murdered in July, 1993, near the White House by three Israeli contract
assassins, not representing the State of Israel. The proof of Foster's body being moved
from near the White House to Fort Marcy Park, Virginia, is contained in satellite images
of the super-secret National Reconnaissance Office. NRO official in charge of the
imaging, Daniel Potter, was murdered in March, 1998, an unsolved crime. Fort Marcy
Park is near the CIA headquarters, under 24 hour satellite surveillance of every square
inch nearby. Clinton knows he benefits from the Independent Counsel Starr's fraudulent
"suicide" verdict of the death of Foster. Linda Tripp reportedly has been in a position to
know about much of this.

KENNETH W. STARR, former federal judge, and since 1994, Independent Counsel
investigating Bill and Hillary Clinton. Starr is part of cover up because he is subject to
blackmail. Starr has been the reported UNREGISTERED FOREIGN LOBBYIST for the
Red Chinese government, an offense for which Clinton's Justice Department could send
Starr to prison at any time. Further, Starr's PRIVATE LAW CLIENT, Wang Jun, is the
head of the Red Chinese Secret Police. Wang Jun has met with Clinton in or near the
White House repeatedly. Clinton has committed treason as known to several dozen U.S.
Admirals and Generals who have vowed to arrest him under the Military Code but
several of these flag officers have been assassinated.[I am about the only journalist
writing exclusive stories about that.] Clinton through Wang Jun has reportedly given over
to the Red Chinese, U.S. industrial, financial, and MILITARY secrets, in violation of
various federal criminal statutes. As part of a blackmail scheme directed against Israel,
Starr ORDERED Linda Tripp to continue taping phone conversations with Monica
Lewinsky, as mentioned Monica being a double-agent, for and against Israel.



Starr has apparent knowledge, and possible participation with, his private law client
WANG JUN. In that, Wang Jun heads the Red Chinese government and military
enterprise, Poly Technologies, making and shipping AK-47 submachine guns. Some
secretly sent to the U.S. headed for inner-city narco-terrorist street gangs. Did Starr aid
Wang Jun promote shoot-em-ups with the American big city police?

MARY CAITRIN MAHONEY, White House intern, and as a lesbian was well aware of
goings on inside the Clinton White House,including Hillary's apparent love affair with
another White House woman, who was able to reportedly get top secrets from Hillary.
Mahoney was murdered in a Starbucks Coffee Shop, right in the District of Columbia,
July, 1997, and covered up by the FBI. It was a intelligence agency contract "hit" and the
FBI is covering it up by blaming a "lone assassin", an FBI specialty. Newsweek reporter
and reputed foreign intelligence agency asset, MICHAEL ISIKOFF, was working on
getting details which led up to the murder of Ms Mahoney. If there was a proper grand
jury inquiry into the Mary Mahoney murder, would Isikoff be a target? Was it just
accidental that he reportedly caused her to be murdered? Isikoff's employer, Newsweek,
is a British-owned firm tight with foreign intelligence agencies and dirty tricks, including
disinformation. Isikoff's book, supposedly a best-seller, is a whitewash.Ms Mahoney
reportedly knew about the Clinton-Wang Jun treason.

In a reported conversation between MONICA LEWINSKY and LINDA TRIPP, discussed
was they did not want to end up like Mary Mahoney, a sort of mutual understanding that
people in the White House who know too much sometimes get murdered.

If the Linda Tripp wire-tapping criminal prosecution proceeds toward trial, some of the
foregoing details might even get into the state court records. The various characters
mentioned have a variety of things to lose. Was the vehicle accident of Monica Lewinsky
a few days after the release of the indictment against Linda Tripp, merely an "accident"?
And why was Ms Lewinsky taken by ambulance apparently to a military hospital? Just
another story suppressed by the liars and whores of the press, those with the fifty dollar
hairdoes and the nickel heads.


